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Level 3 Using the Internet (7574-307) Assignment C
Introduction – Information for Candidates

About this document
This assignment comprises all of the assessment for Level 3 Using Internet (7574-307).

Health and safety
You are responsible for maintaining the safety of others as well as your own. You are asked to work safely at all times.

You will not be allowed to continue with an assignment if you compromise any of the Health and Safety requirements.

Time allowance
The recommended time allowance for this assignment is two and a half hours.
Time allowance: two and a half hours

The assignment:

This assignment is made up of four tasks

- Task A - Research and recommend an internet system
- Task B - Set up a browser and evaluate other options
- Task C - Find options for Online Surveys
- Task D - Develop and apply appropriate safety, security practices and procedures when working online

Scenario

You have been appointed as an IT Administrator at Vendelay IT Consultants. Clients of your organization include a dry-cleaning chain. You will be working on a project for this client.

The manager of the dry-clean chain has asked you to research and recommend an internet system for the company. Additionally, they want you to advise them on various means of connecting to the internet and choosing the right web browser.

The client wants to elicit feedback from their customers about their services, and want you to give them recommendations on online surveys which best suit their needs.

Finally, they want you to formulate standards governing web use by their employees. Research and list out threats faced online by users.

Read all of the instructions carefully and complete the tasks in the order given.
**Task A – Connecting to the internet**

1. Using the *Answers 307 X* document, provided by your assessor, research and describe **three** different types of connection methods (**LAN, Wireless, DSL**).

2. In the *Answers 307 X* document provided, explain **one** advantage and **one** drawback of each of the connection methods listed above.

   Recommend **one** suitable method for the company to access the internet, and justify your choice.

3. In the *Answers 307 X* document provided, identify any hardware and/or software that would be required to set up internet via the recommended mode.

4. Give examples of any **two** issues that could occur during the set up process and list out how to overcome those **two** issues in the *Answers 307 X* document.

**Task B – Set up a browser and evaluate other options**

Now that you have successfully connected to the internet, you can begin to identify the right web browser for your client. Your client would like the browser to be as user-friendly and as fast as possible.

1. Open the default browser and observe its characteristics.

2. In the *Answers 307 X* document provided, research and explain **three** ways to improve browser performance and adjust browser settings to improve efficiency.

3. Use an internet search tool to find alternative browsers. In the *Answers 307 X* document provided, make a list of **two** browsers.

4. Following the steps detailed in the shortlisted alternative browsers websites, install both the browsers to your system.

5. Launch the newly installed browsers one at a time, and using an internet search tool, pick a *browser speed test*. Run this test and list the scores in the *Answers 307 X* document. Take a screenshot and paste it in the document.

6. Compare the scores for both the browsers, make a final recommendation in the *Answers 307 X* document, and justify your selection.

**Task C - Find options for Online Surveys**

The client wants the surveys to be customizable, simple and user-friendly.

1. Using an internet search tool, look for platforms which offer online surveys.

2. Make a list of **two** platforms in the *Answers 307 X* document.
3. List one unique feature offered by each of the two shortlisted platforms in the Answers 307 X document.

4. Create a sample survey in each of the platforms using the questions provided in file U1.txt. Take a screenshot of each form and paste in the Answers 307 X document.

5. In the Answers 307 X document, recommend one platform in terms of customizability, simplicity and user friendliness. Justify with a reason.

Task D – Develop and apply appropriate safety and security practices and procedures when working online

The client wants you to block social media sites such as xyzabc4you.com

1. Using the internet search tool, search for methods to block any website.

   Block the given website and take a screen print that shows that the website has been added to the restricted site list.

2. List any three security threats posed when a user downloads unverified files on the internet in the Answers 307 X document

3. In the Answers 307 X document provided, list three reasons to avoid downloading untrusted content from the internet.

4. Search for any third-party firewall software that is available for a commercial enterprise.

   Narrow down your search options to two firewalls and list two features of each in the Answers 307 X document.

5. Using an internet search tool, research and explain how to minimize internet security risks when working online, in the Answers 307 X document.

When you have finished working:

- Sign each document above your name and label all removable storage media with your name.
- Hand all paperwork and removable storage media to your assessor.

If the assignment is taken over more than one period, all paperwork and removable media must be returned to the test supervisor at the end of each sitting.

End of assignment